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Overview

- The SAGE 2YC: Faculty as Change Agents project
- Project resources for the geoscience community
  - Materials for professional development workshops
  - Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion
  - Supporting students' sense of belonging
  - Building students' science identity
- SAGE Musings
  - Growing collection of >50 posts, 18 of which are relevant to broadening participation in STEM
SAGE 2YC: Faculty as Change Agents project goals

- Build a **sustainable national network** of 2YC leaders (change agents) who catalyze change at multiple levels from their courses to institutions in their local regions and within the community of practice;
- Implement high-impact evidence-based instructional and co-curricular practices that **support the academic success of all students, broaden participation, and promote students’ professional pathways** into geoscience; and
- **Investigate models of professional development** for full-time and adjunct 2YC geoscience faculty that promote the cycle of innovation, where faculty learn from the research of others, make changes in their own practice, and share what they have learned with the education community.
SAGE 2YC project resources

- Incorporate research into practice
  - Promote and support the participation, success, and continuation of a diverse population of students in geoscience courses, programs, and careers
- Promote a culture of diversity, equity, and inclusion at institutional and national scales
- Model transformative change in academia
- Are designed for re-use
Materials for professional development workshops

Developed for our SAGE 2YC faculty workshop sessions

- Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion
- Supporting students' sense of belonging
- Building students' science identity

Follow the principles of effective workshop design:

- Session activities follow directly from the goals
- Participants are actively engaged in learning
- Materials and activities are evidence-based
- Sessions are planned to the minute, including time for reflection and action planning
Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion

Session goals: Participants will
- Learn about the research on issues of broadening participation;
- Explore strategies to design an inclusive classroom and geoscience program; and
- Develop ideas for implementation of inclusion strategies in their work.

Workshop session structure and materials:
- 30 minutes Think-pair-share discussions: scenario
- 20 minutes Presentation: research on the lack of diversity in geoscience & STEM
- 50 minutes Gallery walk: Posters about strategies for inclusion, followed by
- 60 minutes In-depth small group discussions
- 40 minutes Action planning
Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion

**Think-pair-share** discussions about **scenarios**

**Demoralized by my colleagues**

Our college is recognized as a Hispanic–serving Institution but rarely do we see Hispanic students in the geoscience courses. Knowing that diversifying the geoscience work force is a national priority I asked to have this topic added to the agenda of our upcoming departmental meeting. I presented some information on this issue that I found on the AGI website and suggested that we think of ways to encourage Hispanic students to take our courses.

*Colleagues’ responses were less than enthusiastic….]*
Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion

Presentation: research on the lack of diversity in geoscience & STEM
Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion

Develop an Inclusive Community

**Goal:** Consistently communicate to all students that they are welcome and can succeed in the geosciences.

**Advantages:**
- Gives students a sense of belonging
- Promotes student engagement and success
- Allows multiple voices to be heard

**Strategies**
- Make implicit rules visible: Be explicit about your expectations for classroom participation, preparation for class, help-seeking, office hours, group work, and interactions with you and between students.
- Recognize implicit biases: Develop your own and students' awareness of implicit biases and how they can impact interpersonal interactions. Make a habit of considering the possibility of bias in your own decision-making.
- Affirm multi-cultural perspectives: Explicitly ask students to consider the perspectives of different cultures in relation to the human dimensions of the geosciences.

**Implementation**
- Post your community values statement in your department and refer to it in your syllabus.
- Describe your expectations and explain terms and policies that may have different meanings in other cultures (e.g., what constitutes plagiarism).
- Take an interest in your students’ perspectives.

**Community values statement:** Post a statement in your classroom and/or department about valuing the perspectives and contributions of all students and stating your expectation that all members of your community will treat each other with respect.

**Make implicit rules visible:**
- List the implicit rules for student preparation for class, participation in class, group work, and office hours.
- Starting with the syllabus, describe your expectations and explain terms and policies that may have different meanings in other cultures (e.g., what constitutes plagiarism).
- Give concrete examples before making class discussion, offer samples of specific phrases that students can use to make their point, or respond to another student, to change the topic, and so on.
- Encourage help-seeking.

**Discrimination is okay:**
- Some students may feel that it is disrespectful to challenge authority, whether criticizing a published article or asking questions about a presentation by the instructor. Be explicit about the value we place on a respectful exchange of differing perspectives. Understand that there is often more than one way to approach a problem or interpret findings and we are eager to hear multiple perspectives. As one example, provide sample phrases that students can use to introduce differing ideas. “It is possible to approach this problem from another angle,” or “We might consider an alternate explanation” or “I interpreted the issue in a slightly different way.”

**Social behavior is part of the equation:**
- Social aspects of common interactions in an academic setting are often unspoken. Students may benefit from guidance on how to write emails to their professors, make an appointment for extra help, interact with other students in lab or study groups. These initial points of contact can have a direct impact on the success of these interactions.

Make implicit rules visible to all students

**Goal:** Academic culture contains many "hidden" or implied expectations for classroom and student behavior that may be clear to some students but not all. Making these expectations more obvious can help level the playing field for all students.

**Advantages:**
- Even among those with some understanding, these unspoken rules for academic success can vary by course, by program or by institution, so making them clear is helpful for all of your students.

**Strategies**
- Encourage help-seeking.

**Implementation**
- Prewrite expectations in the syllabus.
- Look at implicit rules for your course with your students. Give a short presentation and/or distribute a handout.
- Give an assignment that requires meeting with the instructor as a model for office hour meetings.

**References**

This poster was developed by Carol Snedecor, JMC at Carleton College, IRC 300 DFC 2012. Supporting and Advancing Geosciences Education at Two-Year Colleges.

Gallery walk: Posters about strategies for inclusion
Supporting Students’ Sense of Belonging

Session goals: Participants will
● Be able to define "belonging uncertainty" and describe how it undermines student academic success;
● Know about several key strategies for fostering students' sense of belonging; and
● Have a plan to implement at least one new strategy to foster students' sense of belonging in one or more courses.

Workshop session structure and materials:
3 minutes Reflection
20 minutes Presentation, including a think-pair-share discussion about an intervention
50 minutes Jigsaw using excerpts from research literature
10 minutes Action planning
5 minutes Wrap-up discussion / Q&A with session leaders
Supporting Students’ Sense of Belonging

Presentation summarizing key points from the research literature

Key Findings from the Research on Sense of Belonging

- **Everyone** is susceptible to concerns about social belonging.

- **Belonging uncertainty** – is especially strong at transition points, such as moving from high school to college or from a 2YC to a 4YCU (Aguilar et al., 2014, Stephens et al., 2014).

- Underrepresented students (including socioeconomic, race, gender, disabilities) are **disproportionately susceptible** to concerns about social belonging, and these concerns may negatively affect their academic performance (e.g. Aguilar et al., 2014; Walton & Cohen, 2011).

  - Academic and social setbacks, which are a normal part of transitioning to college, can instead feel like evidence of not belonging. This can be compounded by stereotype threat and personal stress.

- There are many tools to **foster belonging** and **normalize transitions** have proven effective, including mentoring, peer cohorts, active learning, incorporating examples of diverse scientists, connecting content to careers, infusing societal relevance as well as noncognitive interventions.

  - Short activities in the classroom
    - Can **dramatically** mitigate belonging uncertainty
    - Positive GPA impacts
    - Benefit all students
Supporting Students’ Sense of Belonging

Is this an effective social-psychological intervention? Why or why not?

Professor Jones wants all her students in a class for potential majors to succeed, and she hopes to increase the diversity of geoscientists. So she schedules a weekly help session for students who might be having difficulty, and she personally invites all the women and minority students to attend. (Modified from Aguilar et al., 2014, which has additional examples)
Supporting Students’ Sense of Belonging

**Jigsaw** using excerpts from research literature

---

*Psychological insights for improved physics teaching*

Lauren Aguilar, Greg Walton, and Carl Wieman

If classroom practices designed to increase diversity in physics are to succeed, physics teachers need to understand students' perspectives.

---

*Interventions that Promote Students' Sense of Belonging*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>References cited</th>
<th>What psychological concern does it address? What message does it deliver to address that concern?</th>
<th>Brief description: Who does what, when?</th>
<th>Results: What is the impact on student academic performance?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalizing difficulty with transitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Social-Psychological Interventions in Education: They’re Not Magic*

David S. Yeager and Gregory M. Walton
Stanford University

Recent randomized experiments have found that seemingly "small" social-psychological interventions in education—that is, brief exercises that target students' thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in and about school—can lead to large gains in student achievement and sharply reduce achievement gaps.
Building Students’ Science Identity

Session goals: Participants will learn about and share strategies to
- Infuse career information in class, on-line, and outside of class;
- Develop our students’ awareness of the breadth of careers in geoscience; and
- Help our students to identify as scientists.

Workshop session structure and materials:
20 minutes  Presentation about science identity, images of geoscientists, and an example of a ”geoscientist profile,” modeled after Schinske et al.’s “scientist spotlights”
50 minutes  Gallery walk about what we can to do help our students build their science identities
Building Students’ Science Identity

Presentation about science identity, images of geoscientists, and an example of a "geoscientist profile," modeled after Schinske et al.'s "scientist spotlights"
Building Students’ Science Identity

**Gallery walk** about what we can to do help our students build their science identities

Science Identity questions:
- What can we do in class (seated or online) to develop science identity in our students?
- What can we do outside of class to develop science identity in our students?

Science Self-Efficacy questions:
- What can we do in class (seated or online) to increase a student's science self-efficacy?
- What can we do outside of class to increase a student's science self-efficacy?

Questions about what Geoscientists do:
- What can we do in class (seated or online) to develop an understanding of what a geoscientist does?
- What can we do outside of class to develop an understanding of what a geoscientist does?
SAGE Musings

Growing collection of more than 50 blog posts, 18 of which are relevant to broadening participation in STEM. For example:

- Who has the capacity to succeed in STEM?
- How social-psychological interventions change academic trajectories
- Supporting women in STEM
- The power of affirming your values
- Cultivating students’ voices
- Geoscientist biographical sketches
- Women and minorities in science and engineering
- Evidence-based strategies for mitigating stereotype threat
- Involving students in authentic research
- Micro-validation
SAGE Musings: Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering

Carol Ormand, SERC, Carleton College
published May 17, 2017

There’s a lot of talk these days about the importance of broadening participation in the STEM disciplines (science, technology, engineering and mathematics). But how much of a problem is there, and how do the geosciences compare to other STEM fields? What subpopulations are under-represented in the geosciences? How under-represented are they? As Huntoon and Lane noted (2007), citing data from the National Science Foundation, "graduates from bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degree programs in the geosciences have lower ethnic and racial diversity than do graduates from any other science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) field." Moreover, the racial and ethnic diversity of people earning geoscience PhDs in the U.S. has not improved since 2004 (Sidde, 2017). Likewise, while women make up more than half of the undergraduate student population, we earn far fewer than half of the undergraduate degrees in STEM disciplines (NSF, 2017) and we comprise only 23% of the geoscience workforce (Sidde, 2017).

Demographics of the U.S. Population, 2014
In 2014 (the most recent year for which I could find data), the U.S. population between the ages of 18 and 64 was 62% White, 17% Hispanic, 13% Black or African-American, 6% Asian, and 2% all other racial and ethnic groups combined (including, for example, American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians, other Pacific Islanders, and Individuals who report more than one race and are not Hispanic) (NSF, 2017). Of course, student populations differ from the overall U.S. population, whether you consider specific institutions or the student population as a whole. In general, however, undergraduate student populations are becoming more diverse. "Most notably, underrepresented minorities, Hispanics in particular, are an increasing fraction of undergraduate students, and whites are a decreasing fraction. In all racial and ethnic groups, more women than men enroll in college" (NSF, 2017).

Racial and Ethnic Diversity in Science and Engineering, 2014
People who identify as Hispanic, Black or African-American, Native Americans, Pacific Islanders, or multi-racial constitute about one-third of the U.S. population, and are under-represented minorities in the STEM disciplines. What we mean when we say that they are under-represented...
Resources for the Geoscience Community

- Materials for professional development workshops
  - Diversity in action: Broadening participation through strategies for inclusion
  - Supporting students' sense of belonging
  - Building students' science identity
- SAGE Musings
  - Growing collection of >50 posts, 18 of which are relevant to broadening participation in STEM
- and more on the project website: https://serc.carleton.edu/sage2yc/index.html